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With plenary goals of  moving hundreds of  millions of  rural residents to urban contexts over the nex t decade, China is currently under-

going a massive transformation that will forever alter the lives of  its citizens. Moving into urban regions, domestic migrants are not only 

entering into highly regimented labor systems, including but not limited to manufacturing and corporate environments, but also adapting 

to life in the mega-city block. In these contexts new forms of  process-driven art projects have developed to give urban dwellers tools to 

restore a sense of  belonging and purpose. These tools also help to navigate new relationships and strengthen networks strained by the 

physicality of  urban habitats and the automation of  labor. Over the past five years, projects imbedded within Alessandro Rolandi’s Social 

Sensibility Research + Development department have demonstrated how unregulated “spaces for play,” reflection and experimentation 

can provide workers egalitarian opportunities to “use” art, re-activate natural dispositions of  spontaneity, creativity and criticality  －or as 

Rolandi calls them, “social sensibilities” －and finally, re-construct faltering commons.  By producing environments that challenge opti-

mized urban and labor systems that impact social behavior, individuals are temporarily given an opportunity to build and restore symbiotic 

relationships with their community.

In 2011, Beijing-based Italian artist Alessandro Rolandi began working with French-owned actuator1 manufacturing company, Bernard 

Controls, to develop what was initially a series of  artist residencies at the company’s Beijing factory.  Since the project’s inception, Social 

Sensibility Research + Development (SSR+D) has been formalized as an official department in the company’s Beijing manufacturing 

outpost, holding weight equal to that of  other departments. Located in the southeasterly quadrant of  the city, the Chinese factory is one 

of  two the company owns in the world – the other is located on the northerly outskirts of  Paris. Operating as a Wholly Foreign Owned 

Enterprise (WFOE), the Chinese factory is situated in one of  the world’s largest urban regions in the world.2 To date there are roughly 

80 employees at Bernard Control’s Beijing factory, 22-25 of  which work on the factory floor and 40-50 of  which work as managers and 

administrative employees in the offices that sit above the roughly 1,000 square meter factory floor. In five years, Rolandi, together with 

Bernard Controls, have welcomed 37 artists, architects, musicians and theorists to individually or collectively contribute a total of  38 

projects, with a handful of  additional projects that are unrealized due to safety issues or remain uncompleted works in progress. Ranging 

from performances to drawings, from sculptures to mini-speakers, and from the frequent participatory to the construction of  altogether 

1. An actuator is a mechanical component that is used to move or control a mechanism or system (Wikipedia); it is often understood as a valve. It the case of  Bernard Controls, the 
factory produces actuators for oil and gas pipelines.
2. Beijing is a part of  the larger Jing-Jin-Ji (Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei) mega-city region that is expected to house over one hundred million people in the coming 15 years (Johnson 
2015). While Beijing serves as the country’s capital, a large percentage of  its recent economic and urban development can be contributed to migrant labor.
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new spaces that exist outside, but parallel to the production line, 

the Social Sensibility Research and Development projects have used 

a variety of  tactics and methods to engage all factory employees. 

While the project is still nascent in developing a formal method for 

analyzing and understanding the social affects of  these micro-res-

idencies on the factory population, the project attempts to do as 

its name implies – research and develop the techniques that can be 

used to increase a “sensibility,” “competency,” intellectual criticality, 

or emotional sensitivity that workers are hypothesized to lose when 

existing in an optimized, corporate or manufacturing setting for an 

extended period of  time.3

LIFE IN CHINESE FACTORIES & CITIES

I use the factory and automated processes of  manufacturing work 

as a case study and metaphor for prolonged life within highly 

regimented urban settings in China. Serving as a site of  employ-

ment for one-fifth of  the nation’s urban population,4 the factory, 

primarily, and the city, secondarily, are both symbolic sites facili-

tating China’s rise to the world stage over the past forty years.5 As 

part of  the Opening Up and Reform period commencing in 1978, 

amended hukou (or residential housing) policies allowed the surplus 

rural labor that accumulated during Revolutionary times to move 

into small and medium-sized manufacturing towns, fueling factory 

output and total value. As China’s manufacturing base and GDP ex-

ponentially grew, it gained the capital needed to fund its next phase 

of  land-centered development and infrastructure construction 

generating not only land taxes returned to municipal and provincial 

governments, but also constructing cities for the newly urban-dwell-

ing labor force. Moreover, steady factory incomes enabled the 

accrual of  private wealth for the first time since a pre-Revolutionary 

time, funding purchases of  recently built apartments and encourag-

ing consumption. While this paper does not explicate contemporary 

3. Wright, (2013).
4. Lardy, Nicholas. Peterson Institute for International Economics.
5. Factories in China have been used as economic drivers as early as the early 
1950s, when the Communist Party of  China’s (CPC) first Five-Year Plan (1953-57) 
collectivized single-family farms and rural labor into state-lead cooperatives, further 
concentrating on the development of  heavy industry manufacturing plants to aid the 
new Soviet alliance. For the purpose of  this paper, I will focus primarily on the rise of  
factories after the 1978 Opening Up and Reform, as it is during this time that factory 
output became enmeshed with a larger global economy that contributed to the rise of  
China within a wider geopolitical domain. It was the demand for products produced 
in Chinese factories, and particularly the cheap labor that available, that allowed the 
country to accumulate the wealth needed to commence its land-centered and urban 
development. 

China’s market-economy, it hopes to underline that the replacement 

of  a pre-Reform Chinese Socialism with state-led capitalism “facil-

itated economic growth and [in particular the production of] ‘new’ 

urban spaces…that have helped China to transform its economy 

from [agriculture to] industry to service.”6 More significantly, the 

general process of  collectively organizing labor within the manu-

facturing context and for the pursuit of  profitability, subjects the 

worker to a regulated system that not only alienates him from the 

object of  his labor, as Marx claimed, but also from the collective 

consciousness of  his community and commons. 

Functioning primarily as political centers or military hubs, Chinese 

cities have long been “reservoirs of  alien corruption and vice from 

the First Opium War to the foundation of  the People’s Republic of  

China.”7 Nevertheless, over the past 40 years, close to 50% of  Chi-

na’s population has moved into urbanized regions, with that number 

estimated to hit 70% in the coming 15 years.8 In a rush to urban-

ize, Chinese populations are grappling with the effects of  highly 

regimented, poorly planned urban systems that prohibit pedestrians 

from moving organically through the urban space and diminish the 

opportunity for human contact. Unable to follow “natural growth 

curves,” states China-based Dutch architect, Neville Mars, “cities 

become fragmented. Laced with poor infrastructure and urban 

plans that were contrived without human scale in mind, these urban 

tapestries start to fray at the edges.”9 The physicality of  Chinese 

urban systems are forcing its inhabitants to reorganize in new and 

different ways that are remolding the modes of  sociality that define 

identities, relationships and communities. It is a process that leads 

to the automation of  social practices, namely normative attitudes 

that color collective behavior and cohesive tendencies. Furthermore, 

causing the formation of  structural holes between networks.10 Final-

ly, anthropologist Aihwa Ong notes that as Asia’s cities are often 

“animating an anticipatory logic of  reaping profits not only in mar-

kets but also in the political domain,” the “…Marxist focus on the 

proliferation of  postmodern corporate forms…instills a sense of  

6. Yeh et al., (2840).
7. Yeh et al., (2823).
8. Johnson, (2015).
9. Kapital Creation, (2015).
10. Network nodes, or brokers of  information between groups of  individuals with 
non-competing knowledge are unable to maintain a strategic position between net-
works, thus creating information lacunas.
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disorientation and placelessness among ordinary people”.11  While 

this phenomena is exacerbated due to China’s rampant urbanization 

and industrialization over the past 25 years (since the early 1990s), it 

is one that can also be seen in the context of  Asia at large.12

In an illustrative example, science fiction writer, Ken Liu speculates 

on life in Shanghai in the year 2116. He imagines that “each [city] 

tower is also zoned vertically, with alternating commercial, residen-

tial, and recreational layers. It’s possible for residents to never leave 

the tower in which they were born as they grow up, go to school, 

find work, and start new families, only moving from layer to layer 

during the day.”13 His hypothesis alludes to famed Modern architect 

Le Corbusier’s theories on optimal urban design. In his book Le 

Modulor, Corbusier discusses a universal system of  proportions to 

optimize space requirements for living, work and recreational quar-

ters.  The same optimization of  space is not uncommon in China, 

however unlike Corbusier’s motive to harmonize the rhythms of  

man, his activities and the space in which he occupies, the prolifer-

ation of  repetitive forms in China stems more from the country’s 

desire to capitalize on these dense urban regions for its labor forces 

and consumptive powers. It has led to the degradation of  the self, 

relationships with others and the integrity of  China’s urban social 

network.

SOCIAL SENSIBILITY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

Over the past five years, the Social Sensibility Research and Devel-

opment department has served as a site to subtly and indirectly shift 

the unmentioned rules, habits and values – or network mechanics 

– that guide the behavior of  the employed population, by acting as 

a counterweight to the regulated system that optimizes the laborers’ 

time and systematizes their physical movements. By developing an 

undefined and non-physical site within the optimized factory setting 

to encourage experimentation and failure,14 spontaneous inter-per-

11. Ong, 207-208.
12. Also in parts of  Africa, including Accra (Ghana) and Lagos (Nigeria), Nairobi 
(Kenya) and Addis Ababa (Ethiopia) to which Chinese urban development models (in 
regards to urban plans, materials and construction labor forces) are being exported.
13. Liu (2015).
14. Perhaps it is error rather than failure that needs to be promoted, as failure is often 
“linked to a product” as it is associated with linear narratives of  “failing fast,” “failing 
to learn” or “falling ahead.” Error on the other hand is linked with works in progress, 
as they “are not a terminal point of  a process, [but rather] can be repeated in different 
forms (SB)…[and subsequently] can nurture new triggers for reflection in the practice 
of  producing, programming and presenting these works in progress” (Piazza 2015).

sonal dialogues arise that first, develop a sense of  purpose and 

belonging through the active “use” of  the process-based projects; 

second, bridge structural holes amongst the working population 

arising from rigid organizational structures; and third, re-establish a 

commons where resources are returned to the workers who provide 

value to the factory. The department’s mission, as David Harvey 

would claim, “is not to fulfill the requirements of  accumulation for 

accumulation’s sake on the part of  the class that appropriates the 

common wealth from the class that produces it. The point, rather, 

is to change all that, and to find creative ways to use the powers of  

collective labor for the common good.”15  

The method SSR+D utilizes to facilitate process-led artistic projects 

is in fact not new. In the early 1970s partnerships were formed 

between American corporations and artists, such as 3M and artist 

Sonia Sheridan, Pepsi Cola and Japanese architect Tadashi Doi, and 

famously between Bell Laboratories, Billy Klüver, Robert Rauschen-

berg and Robert Whitman as part of  the Experiments in Art and 

Technology (E.A.T.) initiative. Today, organizations like the MIT 

Media Lab, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s Studio and Google X 

demonstrate how the funding of  “play” or experimentation spaces 

by corporate R+D budgets, further granting access to intellectual, 

administrative, spatial and human resources can enable innova-

tion and growth outside of  the regimented corporate framework. 

However, unlike many of  the aforementioned projects and labs 

whose research and development initiatives are attached, even 

loosely, to methodical feedback systems and indirectly to sponsor’s 

bottom-lines, the Social Sensibility R+D department is given au-

tonomy to utilize said resources in developing projects that do not 

follow standard operational procedures and are not quantified by 

traditional key performance indicators (KPIs). Without delivera-

bles, the department’s mission is rather that of  social exploration, 

or “maintaining spontaneity and disturbance within the company’s 

day-to-day activities;” essentially providing a space for all that is 

“useless.”16 Further, this “space for play” allows artists to produce 

without distraction from the market and experiment with materials 

normally inaccessible in studio settings, providing an opportunity to 

15. Harvey, (2011). 
16. Rolandi, (2016).
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expand artistic practices and find new methods of  communication. 

Not limited by the possibility of  failure or the need to attain certain 

objectives, “spaces for play” allow both factory workers and artists 

to exercise creative capabilities in developing new network relation-

ships, shared public spaces for dialogue, and over time, a cohesive 

sense of  belonging and connectivity.

By temporarily suspending a set of  rules and habits (Rolandi, What 

Does Not Appear, 2016) instilled in the factory environment, and by 

focusing on engagement through participatory projects that focus 

more on the act of  “being engaged” rather than on the outcome 

of  that act, feelings of  isolation and purposelessness arising from 

the continued subjection to streamlined production processes are 

mitigated. As witnessed by Rolandi over the past five years, these 

projects “bring something else to the working people. While tired 

and needing rest, they actively choose to engage with the projects 

because it empowers their ego, bringing them not only emotional 

and mental energy, but also dignity and self-esteem. It makes them 

happy to bring information to others [and their community], even 

if  they lack a confidence in their own intellectual capacity.”17 In the 

ongoing “Collective Filmmaking Project” by Ambra Corinti, work-

ers are asked to collectively participate in the production of  a film. 

In a relationship similar to that of  a conductor and his orchestra, 

Corinti gives them the opportunity to play one of  the many roles in 

filmmaking, actively producing but also owning the final object of  

their labor. Unlike in the passive digestion of  linear narratives, the 

use of  role-playing as a tactic in the formation of  narratives creates 

a collective empathy towards the issue.  It is an example of  a pro-

cess-driven mode of  production that detaches itself  from both the 

object and the scripted nature of  performative works, further differ-

entiating itself  from socially engaged projects in that it does not 

solicit participants to enact prescribed roles or actions. For projects 

like Corinti’s and others included in the SSR+D department, social 

intervention and public participation is one step in making a rep-

resentative object, and as such, the work rather remains a product 

of  the spontaneous, semi-irrational and creative tendencies of  the 

worker himself. At the center of  these projects remain subjective 

reflections and reactions, strengthening within the workers a sense 

of  meaning, purpose and ownership.

17. Interview with Rolandi, (2016).

SSR+D projects have introduced new perspectives, “sensibilities” 

or coded forms of  knowledge that facilitate the bridging of  struc-

tural holes arising in the factory’s social network. In Human Products 

by artist Lulu Li, then plant director, Gilles Uhrweiller was asked to 

become an actuator. Like all actuators, Uhrweiller was assembled, 

painted, packed and put into storage. The project focused not on 

the creation of  an actual object, but rather the symbolic transforma-

tion of  a manager into the factory’s product. It demonstrated that 

by employing certain negotiation tactics workers could converse 

with upper-level management to briefly change the dynamic be-

tween employer and employee and subvert the authoritative power. 

The project temporarily suspended the company’s organizational 

structure allowing those obliged by the fixed network structure an 

opportunity to reconstruct it for themselves. Additionally, the in-

troduction of  foreign actors, practices and projects into the heavily 

streamlined production setting destabilizes the aura of  the opti-

mized factory and corporate environment, ultimately stimulating 

spontaneous reactions and active participation in the projects. This 

process of  personalization, or “using” as cultural theorist, Stephen 

Wright would connote, allows factory workers to gain confidence 

and willingness in negotiating inter-personal relationships with col-

leagues and managers. As the artist, Li once stated, “art can’t change 

things, but for a moment might push us to suspend our judgments, 

step back and just see the other.” Instilled with the power of  negoti-

ation and the aforementioned sense of  purpose and belonging, 

network holes arising from sustained participation in automated 

systems are slowly patched.

The physicality of  empty spaces that proliferate residential 

developments across China’s new urban regions is giving rise to 

structural holes within social networks. The reasons for this are 

twofold. First, the built environment hinders network nodes from 

connecting communities previously joined in smaller, more intimate 

public spaces. Second, the demolition of  existing and construction 

of  new social spaces leads to the loss of  network patterns and 

habits. Perhaps then, the appropriation and reuse of  existing spaces 

can help preserve not only the site’s memory, and also serve as a 

platform to evolve the normative habits and rules that guide social 

behavior in that space. Both the “Smoking Room” by Alessandro 

Rolandi and “The Bike Shed” by Tianji Zhao and M. Greaves 

appropriate existing structures to give workers a shared place to 
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gather outside the production environment. They are successful 

examples of  communal spaces as they not only make use of  sites 

already familiar and comfortable to the users, but also users do 

not associate these sites with the tasks required of  them when “on 

duty” at the factory. Subsequently, the workers regard these sites as 

“inactive” or “useless” spaces where spontaneous, unmediated, and 

when prompted, critical conversation can take place. By encourag-

ing factory workers to engage in conversation while in these sites 

during working (albeit break) hours, they are able to punctuate their 

regimented day with scenarios that provide an opportunity to re-

weave pathways that support a more organically knit community. If  

applied to larger urban frameworks, especially a post-bubble urban 

China,18 one can hypothesize how the reuse of  abandoned sites can 

aid urban dwellers in reconstructing relationships that slowly bridge 

structural holes, ultimately facilitating the flow of  information 

amongst a community in an attempt to strengthen the solidarity of  

that community. 

Finally, these physical common spaces allude to the return of  a 

more formal “commons” in which laborers are included in the 

system they help to uphold. It is a space where resources can be 

shared for the greater good of  the collective working population, 

and the company can demonstrate their appreciation for the orga-

nized body from which its value is produced. Characterized by a 

sense of  uselessness and filled with elements of  play and exper-

imentation, a new quality of  exchange arises in this commons. It 

is a form of  exchange that “emerges from the impasses, from the 

misinterpretations, from the doubts and the hesitations. It emerges 

from the moments of  boredom and from the sense of  uselessness, 

and from the moments in which the effort to make something sin-

cere and spontaneous seems impossible or meaningless” (Rolandi 

2016). And in this exchange, a sense of  self, a new perspective, a 

18. A post-bubble urban China is seen as a proposed future when the property market 
collapses. Currently, the speculated rural to urban migration has lead to the prolifer-
ation of  new housing developments in semi-urban areas that have not yet been filled 
by inhabitants, whether due to their distance from city centers or exponentially high 
price of  property. (Affordability, expressed as a ratio that is the price of  property over 
income of  potential buyer, has increased from 4-6 to over 10 in the past several years 
and is even higher in large cities (Bottelier 2010).) A plan for the post-bubble urban 
China was first proposed by Urban China magazine Editor-in-Chief, Kuang Xiaoming, 
and Open Studio Founder/Former Beijing Studio-X Director, Li Hu. It imagines the 
re-appropriation of  abandoned urban spaces as a way to downsize urban centers and 
concentrate network resources to strengthen a crumbling urban fabric. It is a method 
of  urban renewal similar to the many programs that were implemented in Detroit, 
Michigan (USA) from 2013 onward.
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heightened awareness and a new sensitivity to one’s surround-

ings is deduced. It is a process that challenges the mechanized 

habits learned from sustained exposure to both manufacturing 

and urban life, perhaps even “re-humanizing” habits that foster 

the worker’s capacity to remain an individual within the system 

that sustains their existence. While the presence of  performance, 

architecture or other visual arts within formalized labor systems 

can always be critiqued and seen as problematic when seen 

through a lens that deems it as being co-opted for profit, the deli-

cate balancing of  resources directed towards undefined spaces to 

initiate disruption in optimized systems protects the very qualities 

that characterize us as human.  


